ARTIST PRACTITIONERS IN
SCHOOLS

BUB BLOG

Inspiration for
Creative Learning
THE WEATHER, AS A STARTING POINT FOR
ACTIVE CREATIVE LEARNING.
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The breif for this project was to build new interactive learning area’s” based on the theme of
“weather.' I decided to use mixed, recycled media and weaving techniques. The skills that the
children developed whilst working on these structures were working on fine motor skills,
repetitive movements, listening, concentration and confidence in communication through
creativity. Discovery Special Academy is a school catering for children with profound and
multiple special needs. They are awaiting a move to a new school site and currently have a
small outdoor play area at their temporary site. Their ethos is for the children to learn
through discovery, with a therapeutic curriculum and a child led approach to activity. They
also encourage outdoor learning experiences wherever possible. I was briefed that the new
school site would be a blank canvas and it would be great to create some artworks that
could be used now, but would be sustainable to transfer to the new site, ensuring some
familiarity for the children in their new surroundings. I came up with the idea to create
colourful therapeutic interactive outdoor learning area’s that would not only stimulate
sensory provocations but would provide a shaded environment for the children to shelter
under. I aimed to share techniques and exciting new ways to use materials to enable the
staff to add variety to their delivery and would enable them to have confidence to upkeep
the interactive areas and develop them further. I prepared a willow arched frame for the
rainbow, a hoop for the sun and some smaller willow ovals for the clouds. I explained how the
frames were made to the staff and we collected lots of colourful materials that would
weather well outside; plastic bags, ribbons, vegetable/fruit net bags, wool, string, old
clothing, sheets, curtain nets, etc. The material was cut into strips and sorted into colours.
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Taking into account of the
diverse range of the pupil’s
individual ability, attention
spans and confidence, I set
up a station in an open area
of the classroom and the
children were able to access
the activity whenever they
felt comfortable and for
however long they
needed. The willow
framework of the rainbow
created small windows to
peek through and was a
great introduction for the
first session to get to know
each other’s names and
familiarise faces whilst
weaving the multi - coloured
ribbons and strips of repurposed fabrics. The
children picked up new
language with meaning;
under, over, through as well
as singing and signing
colours and counting
rhymes,
lI earnt loads!! Each week the children grew in confidence and would shout “Here comes
Bub with her colourful bag of bits”. Landing in the middle of the classroom, the children
would rush to see what was in the bag, exploring the clean, safe, resourced materials with
all their senses and keen to get weaving. In the first week we used our fingers to weave
the ribbons through large holes, the next week we were using sticks to poke more textured
materials through the onion bags sewn onto the cloud shapes and eventually we used
large safe plastic threading needles to sew lines across the sun, we even learnt how to tie
knots to give it a fiery edge…. Bells and bottle tops were threaded onto strings to create
raindrops hanging from the clouds and soon the children were running around with their
creations flapping in the wind, creating a right storm, singing “raindrops are falling on my
head” and “I can see/build a rainbow” My heart melted as I watched them use the work
that they had created, to make a new experience for themselves.
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The interactive displays were put on show in The Northern School of Art and then The
Boro Hub in the Cleveland Centre, Middlesbrough and are now on permanent display in
the school. There is some wonderful footage of the children creating these artworks, that
is safely shared amongst staff and parents, but please enjoy the photos of the finished
artwork. The teachers went on to develop the interactive ideas further, purchasing
plastic garden netting to hang outside for the children to repeat the technique, weaving
ribbons in and out whenever they are further developing and exploring their discovery in
the outdoor areas. What started out as a blank canvas soon became a colourful woven
weather canopy, a multisensory resource that can be used inside or outside time and
time again. The sheer delight on the children’s faces as they interact with the resources
that they have made, verbalising, dancing and singing amongst the new interactive
environments. What a wonderful place to discover new things. Thankyou Discovery for
believing in the work that I do and thankyou for all that I have discovered whilst
working with you. My learning journal quote; When we have nothing we have
everything. A something is created from a nothing. Starting with a blank canvas is
always good place to start exploring from, learning by doing…. doing is believing.
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